
Chapter 31 - Creation 

The practical point of the all-sufficiency of God follows from the theological truth 

of creation. 

God created us out of nothing. He may have evolved our bodies out of dust or 

clay or apes; but just as He created the whole material universe out of nothing, 

He created each soul out of nothing. That is why each soul is new in its unique 

substance or essence. It is not merely a new accidental, external shape that the 

same old matter took when a sperm and an ovum joined. 

But if we are created out of nothing, if we did not create ourselves or each other 

(though we do procreate each other, as God’s instrumental causes—that is why 

sex is holy), then of ourselves we are nothing. For each thing, of itself, if left 

untended, tends to fall back into that out of which it was made; and we were 

made out of nothing. Unless God said “Be!” to us at every moment, we would 

cease to be. The same is true of the universe as a whole. Everything sinks back to 

what it was made from unless it is continually provided for. Grey wood painted 

white gradually becomes grey if not repainted. That, says Chesterton, is the only 

argument against mere conservatism: to conserve something, you have to have 

an ongoing revolution to preserve it. 

So our very existence is not our own: God is holding us in existence at every 

moment, at this moment. He is saying to us “Be!” just as He did at the moment of 

our conception. He’s holding the whole world in His hands now, at this present 

moment. 

Our Father in Heaven is not a deadbeat dad who leaves his children after bringing 

them into existence. God does not first work, then sleep (Jn 5:17). No one else 

can hold things in existence, any more than anyone else can give things existence, 

that is, create. God’s command to “be!” echoes from the single Now of eternity 

into every now-moment of time. That is why every moment is holy: because it is 

filled with the presence and will and activity of God, at its very center, its very 

existence. 

(For more on creation and existence, see appendix 1.) 


